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Preparing the referee’s equipment or why is that bag so large?  
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Part of preparing for the game is preparing your equipment.  AYSO gives new referees one yellow shirt, 

socks, shorts, a card wallet, yellow and red cards, a badge, and a whistle.  But you will need more.  I try 

to suggest the right things to bring to the match which will show your professionalism, and help you be 

efficient, and not appear to be fumbling for things.   

Figure 1 below is all the items that I use that go into the kit bag   

 

Figure 1-All items in the typical referee’s kit bag.   

 

On game day, the referee, of course wears the uniform of shorts, shoes, socks, and one shirt, usually 

yellow.  The multi-colored shirts are used to avoid conflicts with teams which may show up in our 

preferred color, which is yellow.  The shirts patterns and colors change every few years, and so keeping 

up with your colleagues exactly is rather expensive, but you don’t have to.  Some of these shirts, black 

blue and red are of the older model, but are still ok to use.  There are some shirts today which I don’t 

have either.   

There are many small items which I prefer to store in a smaller bag, and these are on the right hand side 

of the figure and further described in the next figure.  You should remember to carry water and a first 
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aid kit.  Often teams will offer water, and 99% of the time that is fine, but maybe if you’re having a 

tough time with a team, then not being reliant on them for water, keeps up your distance away and 

improves your professionalism.  The hat and suntan lotion are essential to keep you protected from the 

heat and sun.  Some referees prefer not to wear a hat to appear to work at a higher level.  Hats are not 

worn in international or professional matches.  But hats are recommended for AYSO.  We recommend 

the AYSO logo hat, or a plain black baseball hat, no logo.  Sunglasses are a different story.  Wear them if 

needed, but it can take away from your eye contact with players, spectators, and coaches.  Let’s go to 

Figure 2 next.  

 

 

Figure 2-Smaller Items in the typical referee’s kit bag.   

Starting with upper left, string, and duct tape can help keep goals together and your socks up (in an 

emergency).  The badge and the watch are essential, (more on watches later).  The comb helps you 

straighten up your hair between halves, so you don’t look like a drowned rat !  The wash cloth, ankle 

bracelet can help manage your perspiration or ankle weaknesses.  Line up cards can help with frustrated 

coaches who forgot theirs.  Giving them two cards improves your image with the coach, and relieves his 

or hers anxiety.  They fill out two, and keep one for themselves.  The chapstick, suntan lotion, energy 
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bar, and eyeglass lenses cleaner are essential personal items that keep you from being too effected by 

the environment.  The yellow and red cards are obvious, and we’ll talk about them later.  The 

recommended whistles have different tones, so that you don’t interfere with each other on common 

playing grounds.  Pens and flipping coins are obviously needed.  The wallet and record pad are essential 

for the referee to note goals scored, by whom, and when, and especially if there are any misconducts.  

Written records of misconducts sent to the region will be taken from this record.  You could also have an 

air pump.  Having a multiplicity of these items is helpful to your colleague referees who may have 

forgotten something.  I know I have! 

I keep a download of heat stroke vs. heat exhaustion symptoms to remind me of what to do.   

Notice the laws or references thereof are not in here.  I pretty much stand on my knowledge of Laws, 

because reaching into my bag during a pointed discussion with a concerned participant, just isn’t going 

to work.  Read it later!   

Items Carried by the Referee during a match 
Figure 3 below is how I arrange the items during a match.  I have found this to be efficient and keeps me 

from making mistakes about finding items during critical situations.  

 

Figure 3-Typical items carried by the referee during the match 
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Facing to the left of the picture is really the right hand of the referee. (I am right handed).   I keep the 

wallet card, flipping coin in my right pocket.  I keep the whistle and lanyard on my right wrist.  The red 

card goes in the right back pocket.  All the personal items are on my left side, except the yellow card, 

and pen.  The wash cloth, to wipe off perspiration, and lens cloth to clean my glasses is in the left 

pocket.  The comb goes in the back left pocket.  (I have carded a few players, but I never combed one!). I 

also stuff old game cards in the left back pocket, away from present activities, to reduce confusion and 

fumbling.  The watch goes on my left wrist (no preference for left or right handedness here).  The yellow 

card goes in the left breast pocket, along with the pen.  Sometimes the pen finds its way back in my right 

pocket, but then it’s deep and hard to find.  But I have short arms!   

I don’t recommend referees carry their wallet, cell phone, and car keys on the field.  It weighs down 

their pockets, and adds to the confusion factor.  I have seen some referees so burdened down, that it 

starts to slide their pants off their waist!  Not a good thing when you’re sprinting for it!   

What about footwear 
Below are some footwear items that referees wear.  I didn’t include typical running shoes, but everyone 

knows what they look like.  The shoes on the left are my Adidas Mundial shoes, or turf shoes.  They have 

small rubber studs that grip the grass, and are what I have worn for many years.  The soccer shoe on the 

right is ok, but for adults on hard ground they are very hard on your feet.  In my opinion, they will injure 

adults over long use.  I have also used my son’s football cleats in wet weather.   I stepped backward into 

a sprinkler hole, and got flipped onto my backside and broke my tail bone.  That’s the only injury I got in 

20+ years of refereeing.  I determined the soles were too stiff, and they acted like a lever in the hole.  

The Addidas shoes are about $100+ category, but worth it.  My Addidas last about 3 years between 

replacements. Turf shoes are made my many manufacturers.  Your typical running shoe doesn’t have 

much grip in wet grass, and can give you a falling injury.   

 

Figure 4-Referee Footwear 
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How to prepare your whistle for game day 
Your whistle is your chief communication tool, and when it doesn’t work or works in a way that you 

don’t expect; it can bring doubt on your role as the manager of the match.  A whistle is put in your 

mouth many times during a match or a weekend, and it builds up dried spittle which clogs the tuning 

chambers and makes the pea stick to the interior of chamber.  The result the next weekend is sickening 

and dying, and whimpering sigh, rather than the robust start of the match!   

We recommend putting the whistle into a cup of water and soaking it for a few minutes.  For a whistle 

with a pea, the cork absorbs the water and becomes more flexible and brilliant sounding.  If you forget 

the process at home,  you can  always contribute a few ounces of your bottled water to your hand, and 

get a quick soaking before you start the match.   

 

Figure 5-Soaking your whistle before a match 

Things not to bring or use  
Below is a figure of a long lanyard whistle, which is used in practically every sport in the world except 

soccer.  It is usually worn around the neck, and often held by referee in the mouth or in the hand to use 

as quickly as possible.  Or if not held, it bounces around, and is hard to find, and bring to your mouth, 

reducing your concentration on what you started out to do I the first place.  It has been the custom of 

soccer officials to use the short lanyard, or finger whistle, so to allow the referee to think about the 

decision, before actually announcing it.  If you watch international or professional matches you will 

never see long lanyards in use.   
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Figure 6-Long lanyard whistle 

The cell phone has seemed to ascend to primacy of time keeping in our day.  It is not, however, 

recommended for soccer refereeing.  It simply takes too long to take out of the pocket, and it is 

relatively heavy. It also requires you to remember the time you started, and then figure out what time 

to stop…too much work in my opinion.   I don’t recommend it, even if it has a countdown feature.  You 

also want to keep your pockets as light as possible to keep you running fast, and without the possibility 

of your shorts sliding off!   

The recommended time piece is a digital watch with a countdown timer.  I 

use a Timex watch, which costs about $25 to $40.  It’s very reliable, and easy 

to use.  Again, in professional and international matches, you will see a 

timepiece on each wrist of the referee, and you can be sure they are digital.  

We don’t recommend an analog watch for the same reason, as remembering 

the final time is burdensome, and prone to error, and they are not quite 

accurate enough.   

 

Figure 7-The modern timepiece…not!  

 


